Abstract-Since feature extraction not only plays a key role, but also have a great effect on image analysis and registration. In this paper, we evaluate a comparative performance of three point feature extraction algorithm such as SIFT, SURF and BRISK. The experimental results show that SURF exhibited a better significant results on extracting point features and matching time, compared to SIFT and BRISK. The objective of this research is to provide a decision support which one should be chosen and acceptable among point-based image descriptors in the industrial field.
INTRODUCTION
Since extraction of image features is a fundamental task, and is always first step in any of the application for image processing, its accuracy and efficiency are very important part to enhance the performance of the whole system. However, image feature extraction which is a crucial process for many applications is particularly difficult, because it must take into account a wide variation in orientation and background.
In the field of image retrieval, MPEG-7 image descriptor is a representative algorithm for extraction of image feature, and the descriptor provides a description of the visual feature of the contents in image and video that produce some descriptions of elementary characteristics such as color, texture, shape, motion and so on [1] . However, MPEG-7 descriptor has a problem of matching images in the case of having different viewpoints of the same (or similar) images. Point-based feature analysis can solve the problem, which provides reliable matching algorithm among the environments [2] . SIFT, SURF and BRISK are the most popular and currently used in many application, because of their good performance. This paper reviews and implements a point feature extraction method, and we evaluate three algorithms on several sets of image transformation such as different viewpoint, scale and rotation.
II. METHOD OVERVIEW SIFT (Scale Invariant Feature Transform) algorithm is first proposed by Lowe in 2004 [3] . This algorithm has a strong robustness of extraction with distinctive invariant features from images, which can solve the image scale and rotation. SIFT scheme has four steps; scale space extrema detection, key point localization, orientation assignment, and key point descriptor.
SURF (Speeded-Up Robust Features) is proposed by Bay [4] in 2006 to improve the computation time of SIFT. The basic ideas of SIFT and SURF are similar, except employing different way of feature detection. SURF creates a stack without 2:1 down sampling for higher levels in the pyramid, while SIFT generates an image pyramid filtering each layer with Gaussian functions of increasing σ values and taking the difference. SURF utilizes multi-scale space theory and Hessian matrix for feature detection, and this algorithm has two main steps; key point detection and key point description.
BRISK (Binary Robust Invariant Scalable Keypoints) is a method for point feature detection, descriptor composition and key-point matching which achieves comparable quality of matching at much less computation time [5] . BRISK scheme has main two steps; scale space key-point detection and keypoint description. In the matching the point feature, BRISK usually uses a simple computation of their Hamming distance.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To verify the effectiveness of algorithms, the experimental results are performed by using an image matching task with various images, which include the common deformations such as view-point change, scale change, image rotation and affine transformation. The experiments are performed on Intel Core 3.1GHz processor, 4GB memory with Windows 7 OS. 
